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ABSTRACT
As part of the Chandra Galactic Bulge Survey (GBS), we present a catalogue of optical
sources in the GBS footprint. This consists of two regions centred at Galactic latitude b = 1.◦5
above and below the Galactic Centre, spanning (l × b) = (6◦ × 1◦). The catalogue consists
of two or more epochs of observations for each line of sight in r′, i′ and H α filters. The
catalogue is complete down to r′ = 20.2 and i′ = 19.2 mag; the mean 5σ depth is r′ = 22.5 and
i′ = 21.1 mag. The mean root-mean-square residuals of the astrometric solutions is 0.04 arcsec.
We cross-correlate this optical catalogue with the 1640 unique X-ray sources detected in
Chandra observations of the GBS area, and find candidate optical counterparts to 1480 X-ray
sources. We use a false alarm probability analysis to estimate the contamination by interlopers,
and expect ∼10 per cent of optical counterparts to be chance alignments. To determine the most
likely counterpart for each X-ray source, we compute the likelihood ratio for all optical sources
within the 4σ X-ray error circle. This analysis yields 1480 potential counterparts (∼90 per cent
of the sample). 584 counterparts have saturated photometry (r′ ≤ 17, i′ ≤ 16), indicating these
objects are likely foreground sources and the real counterparts. 171 candidate counterparts are
detected only in the i′ band. These sources are good qLMXB and CV candidates as they are
X-ray bright and likely located in the Bulge.
Key words: catalogues – surveys – stars: imaging – Galaxy: bulge – X-rays: binaries.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
The Chandra Galactic Bulge Survey (GBS; Jonker et al. 2011, 2014)
is a multiwavelength survey (including X-ray, near-infrared (NIR)
and optical wavelengths) of the Galactic Bulge. The survey area
spans two regions of 6◦ × 1◦ above and below the Galactic plane.
The Northern strip runs from Galactic longitude −3◦ ≤ l ≤ 3◦ and
Galactic latitude 1◦ ≤ b ≤ 2◦, while the Southern strip has −1◦
 E-mail: t.wevers@astro.ru.nl
≤ b ≤− 2◦. The GBS was designed to detect X-ray sources and
their optical/NIR counterparts, to allow the classification of dis-
covered X-ray sources based on multiwavelength photometric and
spectroscopic observations. The main advantage of the Bulge (over
the Galactic Centre) is that dust extinction decreases quickly as
one moves out of the plane, significantly increasing the fraction
of X-ray sources for which counterparts at other wavelengths can
be identified. At the same time, the lower source densities reduce
the negative effects of source confusion and crowding. The GBS
X-ray source catalogue consists of 1640 unique sources (Jonker
et al. 2014) for which more than three X-ray photons were
C© 2016 The Authors
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detected in 2 ks exposures in the 0.3–7 keV channel of the Chan-
dra X-ray observatory. The flux limit of the X-ray observations is
(1–3) × 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1.
The GBS was designed with two main science goals in mind,
both of which require a substantial number of X-ray sources to
realize (Jonker et al. 2011, 2014). The first science goal is the
(model-independent) measurement of neutron star (NS) and black
hole (BH) masses to constrain the NS equation of state and BH
formation channels. Model-independent mass measurements can
only be made in eclipsing X-ray binaries, so we need to identify
systems that are suitable for dynamical studies. Given the required
high inclination angle, these systems are rare. The GBS is expected
to uncover ∼120–200 LMXBs, so we expect to discover at least a
few eclipsing systems.
The second goal of the GBS is to address X-ray binary formation
and evolution, in particular the common envelope (CE) evolution
of binary stars. The efficiency of CE interactions can be inferred
by for example deriving the number ratio of low-mass X-ray bi-
naries (LMXBs) to cataclysmic variables (CVs) (see e.g. Iben &
Livio 1993). Studying formation and evolution channels requires
comparing the source populations of the detected X-ray sources
with binary population synthesis models (see e.g. van Haaften
et al. 2015), and a large and homogeneously selected sample is
critical in this respect. Both of these science goals depend on
the identification and classification of the correct multiwavelength
counterpart.
The depth of the Chandra X-ray observations was chosen to op-
timize the discovery of quiescent LMXBs (qLMXBs) with respect
to CVs. At present, the population of known LMXBs consists of
persistent and transient systems, with almost no systems discovered
in quiescence before entering an outburst. Obtaining a well-defined
sample which does not suffer from observational biases is crucial
for understanding their formation scenarios. Jonker et al. (2011)
estimated that there are 120–200 qLMXBs in the GBS area that
have an optical/NIR counterpart bright enough to be discovered in
the complementary optical/NIR surveys.
There is an ongoing effort of multiwavelength and variability
studies to identify and characterize the counterparts of the X-ray
sources discovered in the GBS. Previous photometric studies have
looked at the brightest optical counterparts among Tycho-2 stars
(brighter than V = 12 mag, Hynes et al. 2012) and among the vari-
able stars found in the Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment
(Udalski et al. 2012). All but a handful of the objects identified
by these authors are brighter than I = 17 mag. The work pre-
sented here significantly extends the search for optical counterparts
down to limiting magnitudes of r′ ≤ 22.5, i′ ≤ 21.1 mag (mean
5σ detection limits) by using observations taken with the Mosaic-II
camera mounted at the 4-m Victor M. Blanco telescope at Cerro
Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO), Chile. A complimen-
tary search for photometric variables has been performed in the r′
band with the Mosaic-II camera, but with a shallower depth (Britt
et al. 2014).
In addition, attention has also been given to bright radio counter-
parts (Maccarone et al. 2012) and NIR counterparts (Greiss et al.
2014). Some particularly interesting objects have been identified.
For example, Ratti et al. (2013) found a new long orbital period CV
in a low accretion state, and Hynes et al. (2014) identified a carbon
star likely associated with a symbiotic binary. Torres et al. (2014)
have found a large sample of accreting binaries using medium-
resolution spectroscopic follow-up from H α emission-line selected
GBS sources. Wu et al. (2015) found a number of accreting binaries
that do not obviously exhibit the characteristic H α emission lines
in their spectra. Only after the optimal subtraction of the companion
star spectrum can the H α emission line be observed.
In this work, we will use deep optical observations of the Galactic
Bulge to generate an optical source catalogue which we cross-
correlate with the existing GBS X-ray catalogue.
In Section 2 we present the optical observations and explain
how we generate the optical catalogue. In Section 3 we cross-
correlate this optical catalogue with the X-ray observations, and
we identify the most likely counterparts. The results are presented
in Section 4, and we explore the population properties of the most
likely counterparts. We summarize our findings in Section 5.
2 C ATA L O G U E O F O P T I C A L S O U R C E S IN
T H E G B S A R E A
2.1 Observations
The optical observations were taken during 10 nights, from 2006
June 20 to 30, using the MOSAIC-II imager mounted in the prime
focus of the 4-m Victor M. Blanco telescope at CTIO, Chile. The
MOSAIC-II instrument consists of a mosaic of eight CCDs with a
total field of view of 36 × 36 arcmin and has a pixel-scale of 0.27
arcsec pixel−1.
The 12 deg2 of the GBS area were covered in 64 pointings. Fig. 1
shows the layout of the optical survey overlaid on an extinction
map by Schultheis et al. (2014), integrated to a distance of 8 kpc
(roughly the distance of the Galactic Centre, Reid et al. 2014). This
illustrates how quickly the interstellar reddening decreases as one
moves out of the Galactic plane, and how this survey evades the
most reddened lines of sight.
Each pointing consists of two sets of observations, where the
second set is offset by 1.2 arcmin in both right ascension and dec-
lination with respect to the first, to almost fully cover the gaps
between the CCDs. Each field is observed in three filters: r′, i′ and
H α. The filter transmission profiles1 are shown in Fig. 2. To per-
form the photometric calibration, we have observed standard star
fields containing Landolt stars (Landolt 1992).
The offset observation in a given filter is taken right after the first
one, but offset in right ascension and declination by ∼1.2 arcmin.
The exposure times are 120, 180 and 480 s for r′, i′ and H α, re-
spectively. Additionally one short 10 s r′-band exposure was taken
for the astrometric calibration. Table 1 lists the pointing centres
of the observations, together with the seeing at the time the data
were taken. Some fields were observed twice because of bad ob-
serving conditions. In that case we use the observations with the
best observed seeing, which varied between 0.7 and 1.9 arcsec with
a median of 1.06 arcsec.
2.2 Data reduction
The data reduction is carried out using a pipeline developed by the
Cambridge Astronomical Survey Unit (CASU), which is specifi-
cally designed for processing wide-field mosaic images and is de-
scribed in detail in Gonza´lez-Solares et al. (2008). This pipeline was
used to process for example the Isaac Newton Telescope Photomet-
ric H α Survey (IPHAS, Drew et al. 2005; Barentsen et al. 2014). In
what follows we describe the most relevant steps in the reduction
1 http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/svo/theory/fps3/index.php?mode= browse&
gname = CTIO
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Figure 1. Dust map of an 8 by 6 degree region around the Galactic Centre, showing the fields that were observed in the optical as part of the GBS (white
squares). The total area covered is approximately 12 deg2. Each rectangle represents one field, which has been observed twice (once with a small offset to cover
most of the gaps between the CCDs, not shown on the figure). Two or more fields partially overlap in all lines of sight. The colour scale traces the interstellar
extinction integrated to a distance of 8 kpc (taken from Schultheis et al. 2014).
Figure 2. Transmission profiles of the r′ (left solid curve), i′ (right solid
curve) and H α (dashed) CTIO filters used in this study.
process. For clarity we will refer to fields as the whole field of view
of the instrument, and to frames as single CCD images.
First, the standard reduction steps such as bias-subtraction, flat-
field correction and sky-background subtraction are performed.
Cosmic rays, bad pixels and/or columns are flagged in confidence
maps. Source detection and extraction are performed using standard
IRAF routines.
2.2.1 Photometry
In the next step optimal aperture photometry is performed, using
a series of aperture radii to determine the median seeing for each
frame. The magnitudes are determined using an aperture radius
that corresponds to the seeing, where a photometric correction tak-
ing into account the aperture shape and size is included. A radial
distortion correction is applied to prevent systematic errors in the
photometry due to distortion of the detector response towards the
edges of the field. The source extraction is performed taking into
account the high source densities by including a crowded field anal-
ysis (Irwin 1985). Magnitudes are calculated in the Vega system
using the following formula:






where flux is the number of counts within the aperture, exptime
is the exposure time in seconds, and ZP is the CCD zeropoint per
night (corrected for airmass and atmospheric extinction variations),
determined using a series of Landolt stars (Landolt 1992). Apcor
is a photometric correction accounting for the aperture shape and
size. The values of the zeropoints for each of the filters are given
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Table 1. List of the pointing centre (in Galactic coordinates) and the seeing
towards each field in the r′ band. The median seeing during the observing
run is 1.06 arcsec. The observing date is the modified Julian date (MJD)
of the r′-band observation, which is the middle exposure of the (i′, r′, H α)
observing sequence for each field.
Field l (◦) b (◦) Seeing ( arcsec) Date (MJD in d)
S01 −2.810 51 −1.749 92 1.44 53907.0205
S02 −2.435 64 −1.750 01 1.34 53907.0543
S03 −2.061 36 −1.750 97 1.26 53907.0813
S04 −1.688 59 −1.749 80 1.16 53907.1183
S05 −1.313 01 −1.750 81 1.88 53907.1462
S06 −0.936 49 −1.749 99 1.19 53908.0257
S07 −0.561 41 −1.750 49 1.17 53908.0557
S08 −0.187 11 −1.750 96 1.21 53908.0945
S09 0.188 76 −1.752 71 1.12 53908.1211
S10 0.561 57 −1.750 20 0.82 53908.1528
S11 0.937 34 −1.750 52 0.81 53908.1806
S12 1.313 11 −1.751 29 0.95 53908.2084
S13 1.688 17 −1.749 95 0.79 53908.2353
S14 2.063 41 −1.750 31 0.84 53908.2624
S15 2.439 78 −1.751 09 1.05 53908.2898
S16 2.812 17 −1.750 22 1.01 53908.3185
S17 −2.812 19 −1.250 85 1.16 53907.1908
S18 −2.436 31 −1.249 88 1.09 53907.2184
S19 −2.062 01 −1.249 28 1.03 53907.2466
S20 −1.687 90 −1.250 38 1.16 53915.1378
S21 −1.311 29 −1.251 02 1.18 53907.3022
S22 −0.937 12 −1.251 17 1.20 53907.3304
S23 −0.561 47 −1.250 34 1.18 53915.2814
S24 −0.186 92 −1.250 44 0.96 53915.2481
S25 0.188 67 −1.250 51 1.48 53911.2628
S26 0.563 12 −1.251 10 1.68 53911.2909
S27 0.939 12 −1.250 33 1.06 53912.0313
S28 1.313 23 −1.250 76 0.87 53912.0655
S29 1.686 74 −1.250 29 0.88 53912.0929
S30 2.062 90 −1.250 89 1.04 53912.1195
S31 2.437 77 −1.251 37 1.08 53912.1463
S32 2.812 46 −1.250 62 1.05 53912.1729
N01 −2.811 03 1.249 74 0.92 53912.2039
N02 −2.436 60 1.249 99 1.54 53912.2326
N03 −2.059 93 1.249 29 1.23 53912.2872
N04 −1.688 74 1.246 98 1.16 53912.3142
N05 −1.308 33 1.245 10 0.89 53913.0320
N06 −0.936 03 1.247 17 0.87 53913.0601
N07 −0.562 39 1.248 49 0.77 53913.0873
N08 −0.188 12 1.249 83 0.79 53913.1142
N09 0.187 16 1.248 78 0.83 53913.1628
N10 0.562 03 1.249 97 0.88 53913.1893
N11 0.937 92 1.249 50 0.79 53913.2163
N12 1.311 43 1.248 74 0.79 53913.2428
N13 1.687 23 1.249 75 0.74 53913.2836
N14 2.062 40 1.249 60 0.65 53913.3101
N15 2.437 82 1.250 14 0.98 53913.3366
N16 2.812 85 1.250 19 0.95 53915.1082
N17 −2.811 31 1.750 30 1.29 53913.9998
N18 −2.436 16 1.749 61 1.27 53914.0263
N19 −2.061 59 1.749 52 1.17 53914.0529
N20 −1.687 70 1.748 42 1.25 53914.0794
N21 −1.311 90 1.749 86 1.21 53914.1062
N22 −0.937 05 1.750 58 1.20 53914.1328
N23 −0.562 15 1.750 68 0.93 53914.1846
N24 −0.186 47 1.749 73 0.88 53914.2115
N25 0.188 23 1.749 32 1.05 53914.2381
N26 0.557 97 1.746 66 1.27 53914.2653
N27 0.937 74 1.750 29 1.18 53915.1678
N28 1.312 97 1.749 42 1.15 53915.3362
Table 1. –continued
Field l (◦) b (◦) Seeing ( arcsec) Date (MJD in d)
N29 1.688 20 1.750 16 0.97 53915.0015
N30 2.063 22 1.750 33 1.18 53915.0280
N31 2.437 96 1.750 00 0.99 53915.0544
N32 2.812 76 1.749 79 0.91 53915.0813
Table 2. Photometric zeropoints (in mag) for the nights we observed GBS
fields, determined using a series of Landolt stars. In case we did not observe
standard fields, we use an uncertainty of 0.05 mag. The MJD is given for the
middle of the night, in days. On MJD 53909 and 53910 we did not observe
GBS fields due to bad observing conditions.
MJD ZPr ′ σr ′ ZPi′ σi′
53907 25.48 0.02 24.81 0.01
53908 25.55 0.05 24.81 0.05
53911 25.55 0.05 24.81 0.05
53912 25.54 0.01 24.80 0.01
53913 25.53 0.02 24.82 0.01
53914 25.55 0.05 24.81 0.05
53915 25.56 0.01 24.81 0.01
53916 25.55 0.05 24.81 0.05
in Table 2. There are two nights on which no GBS data was taken
due to bad weather conditions. If we did not observe standard star
fields on a given night, we use an uncertainty of 0.05 mag for the
zeropoint of that night.
Given that there are no standard calibration sources for the H α
filter, the H α magnitudes quoted in the catalogues are calculated
using a constant zeropoint ZPH α = 30. We will tie these magnitudes
to the r′ band to make them conform to the Vega magnitude scale. To
achieve this, we need take into account the strong absorption feature
in the Vega spectrum that lowers the flux below the continuum level
(Drew et al. 2005). Assuming that the broad-band r′ − i′ colour
is well-defined, we only apply a correction to the r′ − H α colour
index. We correct in such a way that Vega has r′ − H α = 0. To
achieve this we tie the zeropoint of the H α filter to the r′ band, and
furthermore we correct for the Vega H α excess:
ZPH α = ZPr ′ − 3.58 (2)
We determined the H α excess of Vega by calculating the synthetic
magnitudes of an HST spectrum (see Section 2.5).
For the calculation of the photometric errors we take into account
the uncertainty of the zeropoint calculations (Table 2), and in addi-
tion we add Poissonian errors in quadrature to incorporate photon
counting statistics.
A morphological classification flag is provided based on a com-
parison of the curve of growth of the flux versus aperture radius for
each detected object with the curve of growth of the stellar locus,
which is well-defined and can be used to first approximation to
classify objects. Sources that are within 2σ–3σ of the stellar locus
are generally flagged as stellar, while objects 3σ–5σ below (which
signifies a sharper point-spread function [PSF]) as noise-like, and
those 2σ–3σ above (more diffuse PSF) as extended. Based on the
ellipticity of the PSF, ambiguous cases are flagged as borderline
stellar and borderline extended. Sources that appear saturated in
the observations are flagged separately. We also include a flag to
indicate if there are bad pixels (e.g. hot or dead pixels) within
the aperture of a source entry. This is done using the confidence
maps mentioned earlier. This analysis is performed for each frame
MNRAS 458, 4530–4546 (2016)
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Table 3. Morphological classification flags included in the
catalogues by analysing the curve of growth of the flux versus







−7 Bad pixel(s) in aperture
−9 Saturated
independently, and later the information is merged together for each
field. Table 3 shows the possible classification flags associated with
the observations.
2.2.2 Astrometry
The astrometric calibration of the Mosaic-II images is complicated
by the significant distortion in the instrument, where the pixel scale
decreases by 4 per cent from the centre to the edge of the instrument
field of view. Because some fields contain a large number (more than
1500) of astrometric standards, we can use these to calculate the
geometric distortion correction for the Mosaic-II instrument. We
compare the absolute positions of the astrometric standards to their
pixel positions on the detector, and fit a fourth-order polynomial
as a function of pixel position. We use this distortion correction
to convert between pixel positions and positions on an undistorted
meta frame.
We use astrometric standards from the second version of the
USNO CCD Astrograph Catalog (UCAC2; Zacharias et al. 2004)
to match against stars on each of the 10 s r′-band images. Stars
that were saturated, blended or did not appear stellar were removed,
and the centroids of the remaining stars were measured and cor-
rected for distortion. An astrometric solution for each image was
determined by fitting a position offset and a four parameter transfor-
mation matrix between the observed distortion-corrected positions
and the catalogued position of the astrometric standards. Outliers
were iteratively removed until the solution converged.
Due to the large changes in stellar density over the GBS fields,
the number of UCAC2 standards coinciding with stars on each
image varied from 50 in low density regions up to over 1500 in high
density fields. On average some 390 UCAC2 standards were used
to determine the astrometric solution of each image. The mean root-
mean-square (rms) residual of the solution is 0.076 arcsec in right
ascension and 0.065 arcsec in declination, with standard deviations
of 0.011 arcsec in both coordinates.
Next, stars on the 10 s images were used to create a secondary
astrometric catalogue to transfer the astrometric solutions to the
deep r′, i′ and H α images. The same iterative procedure used for
the 10 s images was applied to determine the astrometric solution
of the deep images. Typically, a large number of secondary astro-
metric standards (100 to over 3500) were available. The solutions
have average rms residuals of 0.032 arcsec in right ascension and
0.030 arcsec in declination. The distribution of the 1σ rms values
for each frame is shown in Fig. 3 and has a mean value of 0.044 arc-
sec. The bimodal distribution of the rms values is due to a bimodal
distribution of the number of standards available for calculating the
astrometric solution.
Inspection of the astrometric positions shows that there is a pop-
ulation of sources at the bright end of the magnitude distribution
Figure 3. Distribution of the rms residuals (1σ ) of the astrometric solutions
for each of the frames. The average value is 0.044 arcsec. For the frames
with an rms higher than ∼0.07 arcsec there were only a limited amount of
astrometric standard stars available.
(i′ ≤16 and flagged as saturated) for which the position changes
by more than the optical astrometric uncertainty between the three
filters. This is caused by the PSF centring algorithm having trouble
finding the position of the peak of the PSF. We expect the astrom-
etry of saturated sources to be less accurate, so the position of the
peak may change by up to a few arcseconds (depending on the
magnitude). However, these sources also subtend several arcsec-
onds on the CCD, so there is never the danger of source confusion
or mismatching with other objects.
2.2.3 Band merging
In a last step the source catalogues in different filters are merged
to generate one catalogue per field which contains for each source
the position, r′, i′ and H α magnitudes and their errors, and a mor-
phological classification flag for each band (together with extensive
auxiliary information that can be found in the catalogues). The band
merging is performed using positional information only. It is driven
from the r′-band photometry, and offsets to the closest sources in the
i′ and H α observations are computed with respect to a common field
centre and corrected for. The matching is performed between these
corrected coordinates with a search radius of up to 2.5 arcsec, and
the conversion to sky coordinates is performed using the unique
r′-band reference frame. The search radius of 2.5 arcsec (much
larger than the astrometric uncertainties) is motivated by the astro-
metric uncertainties for bright (saturated) stars. If a source is present
in the r′ band, these coordinates are quoted in the merged catalogue.
If there is no source in r′, we use the corrected coordinates of the
i′-band position to convert to sky coordinates (again using the r′-
band reference frame). The result is one merged catalogue for the
original field as well as for the offset observations of the same field.
2.3 The optical catalogue in numbers
The data products generated using this pipeline consist of the re-
duced mosaic images and the derived object catalogues. The cata-
logues are stored in multi-extension FITS files as binary FITS tables
consisting of a set of descriptors for each detected object. Each cat-
alogue header contains a copy of the relevant telescope FITS header
content in addition to detector-specific information. The resulting
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Table 4. Five entries of the most relevant information in the optical catalogue, including the position, magnitudes and morphological classification of objects.
The positional uncertainties are the rms residuals from the astrometric fit to UCAC2 sources in the same field. The photometric measurements are quoted in
magnitudes. The photometric uncertainties include the zeropoint uncertainty and uncertainties due to photon counting statistics.
RA (◦) Dec (◦) rms (arcsec) r′ σr ′ i′ σi′ H α σH α r′ flag i′ flag H α flag
265.392 822 −26.388 750 0.03 18.10 0.01 16.65 0.01 17.51 0.14 −1 −1 −1
265.624 083 −26.288 745 0.03 18.09 0.01 15.41 0.01 17.19 0.14 −1 −9 −1
265.591 368 −26.353 128 0.03 18.10 0.01 16.91 0.01 17.46 0.14 −1 −1 −1
265.682 983 −26.335 877 0.03 18.10 0.01 17.04 0.01 17.63 0.14 −1 −1 −1
265.495 081 −26.349 439 0.03 18.10 0.01 16.09 0.01 17.41 0.14 −1 −1 −1
Table 5. Statistics of the optical catalogue presented in this work, quoted
in units of millions. The numbers given here refer to objects detected only
in a certain filter with a certain flag (they do not take into account flags in
other filters).
Filter Nr ′ (× 106) Ni′ (× 106) NH α (× 106)
Stellar 11.82 15.37 11.41
Probable stellar 0.74 0.62 1.02
Extended 3.66 3.47 3.44
Probable extended 0.57 0.32 0.67
Saturated 0.32 0.97 0.08
Total 17.11 20.75 16.62
optical catalogue of the GBS area contains positions and magni-
tudes of about 22.5 million objects detected in one or more bands
at the 5σ level. An example of the most relevant catalogue entries
is shown in Table 4. In addition to these tables, the full single-band
catalogues as well as the merged catalogues are available in elec-
tronic form at Vizier (http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr). Table 5 lists some
numbers that characterize the catalogue.
The distribution of the r′, i′ and H α magnitudes are shown in
Fig. 4. In Fig. 5 we show the mean Poissonian photometric uncer-
tainties of the catalogue as a function of magnitude. The errorbars
represent the scatter on the mean magnitude. The horizontal line
represents the 5σ detection limit. The mean 5σ depth of the obser-
vations is r′ = 22.5 and i′ = 21.1 but depends on the seeing. Our
catalogue is complete down to r′ = 20.2 and i′ = 19.2 mag at the
5σ level, although we make no attempt to quantify the detection
probability near bright objects. These completeness limits are the
brightest 5σ detection limits in the optical catalogue.
2.4 Detection bias around bright stars
It is plausible that the presence of a large number of saturated
sources affects the detection rate of faint stars in their vicinity. In
this paragraph we look for evidence of such a detection bias in our
data.
As our optical observations cover an area on the sky that is
largely devoid of X-ray sources, we can compare the population of
optical sources in the vicinity of X-ray sources with a population of
sources in randomly selected positions in the GBS survey area. For
each X-ray source we generate a set of 10 randomly selected offset
positions (excluding the X-ray error circle). Around each offset
position, we determine the distribution of the magnitudes and the
distances between the X-ray position and the location of the stars.
We consider stars up to a distance equal to the radius of 4Rσ (where
Rσ is the 1σ astrometric error circle of the X-ray observations). So,
we compare similarly sized areas on the sky. We make sure that
there is no overlap with the 4Rσ area around the X-ray position. We
Figure 4. Distribution of the magnitudes of all objects that are detected
as stellar in all three bands within the sensitivity limits of the data. The
dark grey areas indicate the magnitude range where sources are saturated.
The photometry for these objects is therefore uncertain, and these magni-
tudes should be interpreted with care. The average 5σ detection limit of the
observations is r′ = 22.5, i′ = 21.1.
furthermore restrict our offset positions to be within 200 arcsec of
the X-ray position to minimize the effect of extinction variations
across the GBS sky area. We create histograms for the 10 sets of
1640 offset positions and average them, and denote this the mean
histogram Hmag, mean. We create the same histogram of magnitudes
for the optical sources in the X-ray error circles, denoted Hmag, X,
and for an additional independent offset position Hmag, random.
Panel a of Fig. 6 shows the difference between Hmag, mean and
Hmag, X, while panel b of the same figure shows the difference be-
tween Hmag, mean and Hmag, random. The two main features of Fig. 6 a
(Hmag, mean - Hmag, X) are the negative and positive values. Negative
values indicate an excess of bright sources in the X-ray error circles
with respect to the average. Clearly bright optical sources have a
preference for residing in the neighbourhood of an X-ray source,
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Figure 5. Photometric (Poissonian) uncertainties as a function of magni-
tude. Systematic uncertainties are not included. The errorbars represent the
scatter on the mean magnitude in each bin. The horizontal solid line repre-
sents the 5σ detection limit. The curved solid line only connects the data
points.
Figure 6. Top: histogram of the average number of optical sources in offset
positions (Hmag, mean) minus the number of optical sources present in the
X-ray error circle (Hmag, X) as a function of magnitude. There is an excess
of bright sources in the X-ray error circles with respect to the average
number of bright optical sources in regions which do not include the X-ray
positions. Bottom: same as the top, but now we have replaced the number of
sources found in the X-ray error circles with the number of sources found in
independent offset fields (Hmag, random). This difference varies around zero,
which is expected for random (independent) positions on the sky.
Figure 7. Same as Fig. 6, instead we show the distribution of the number
of sources as a function of distance from the best-fitting X-ray position. The
top panel shows Hdist, mean - Hdist, X. We see an excess of sources towards
the centre of the X-ray error circles with respect to the average of offset
positions in the sky. The bottom panel shows Hdist, mean - Hdist, random, and
we see variations around zero as expected for random positions on the sky.
while for fainter magnitudes there is no such apparent preference.
We see that the presence of bright sources affects the detection of
fainter sources in error circles of X-ray positions, indicated by the
excess of faint sources when compared to the average (the positive
values in panel a of Fig. 6). This effect can also be observed on
the processed images, specifically the r′-band images for which we
have one short 10 s exposure and a long exposure. Multiple sources
can be resolved around bright objects in the short exposures because
there is no CCD blooming around them. In the long exposures the
charge leaks into adjacent pixels and faint objects can no longer
be detected. To illustrate that the effect visible in the difference
histogram is real, we also show Hmag, mean - Hmag, random (Fig. 6b).
We see that in this case the difference fluctuates around zero, as is
expected for random locations on the sky.
Repeating the same analysis described above, but excluding error
circles that contain bright sources, we find that the apparent lack of
faint sources within the X-ray error circles disappears, indicating
that the observed effect is linked to the presence of bright stars. We
conclude that there is a detection bias: the detection efficiency for
faint sources is lower in the vicinity of bright objects.
Panels a and b of Fig. 7 show the same as in Fig. 6, but instead
of the stellar magnitudes, we use the distance from the centre of
the error circle (normalized to Rσ ) and we sum over all source
magnitudes. In this case we see negative values for offsets smaller
than ∼1.5σ , indicating that the optical sources have a preference for
residing near the centre of the error circle. This result indicates that
we are finding real counterparts to the X-ray sources. This does not
mean, however, that all matches we find at distances larger than 1.5σ
are automatically interlopers. In fact, from our assumption (that the
distribution of true X-ray positions within the error circles can be
described by a Rayleigh distribution, see Section 3.4), we expect
that ∼30 per cent of the candidate counterparts will be located
outside this region.
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Figure 8. Panel a: comparison between synthetic reddening tracks, with E(B − V) ranging from 0 to 2 for MS (blue) and 2–4 for giants (purple), and our
observations of field S02. Saturated sources are plotted as orange triangles. Note that we did not shift the synthetic tracks to fit the unreddened MS or the most
reddened giant branch. The red star marks an optical counterpart candidate to an X-ray source. The yellow square indicates that an optical counterpart candidate
was found, but it is saturated in our observations. The candidate at r′ − H α ∼0 is likely a white dwarf because of the blue colours and indications for extreme
H α absorption features. Panel b: CMD of the same field. The MS and giant branches can be clearly identified in this diagram. The candidate counterpart has a
very blue colour when compared to other stars in the field.
2.5 Synthetic photometry
We compare our observations to synthetic photometry using all the
available optical data. We consider synthetic photometry of solar-
metallicity main-sequence (MS) and giant stars using stellar SEDs
from the Pickles library (Pickles 1998). The binning of these spectra
is sufficiently small (5Å) that we can use them to compute synthetic
photometry for our r′ and i′ filters as well as for the narrow-band
H α filter. We recompute the grids of these filter profiles to match
the binning of the spectra, meaning that for each spectral bin we
compute the filter transmission value at the midpoint of the bin. We
define the synthetic colours in the Vega system as









where the filter transmission profiles are labeled Tx (see Fig. 2), Fλ
is the synthetic spectrum per spectral type and Fλ, V is the spectrum
of Vega (Bohlin 2007). We calculate the positions of MS stars in a
synthetic colour–colour diagram (CCD) for spectral types ranging
from O5V to M5V. For the giants we use spectral types from O8III to
M5III. To comply with a Vega-based magnitude scale, we normalize
the synthetic colours with respect to an HST spectrum of Vega.
To compare the simulated r′ − H α colours with observations,
we calculate these synthetic colours for a range of reddening values
using a standard mean Galactic extinction law R = 3.1 (Cardelli,
Clayton & Mathis 1989).
2.6 Comparison of simulated and observed data
Fig. 8 shows the colour–colour and colour–magnitude diagrams
(CMD) of field S02, with the synthetic MS and giant tracks over-
plotted.
The observed unreddened MS track falls nicely along the theo-
retical track. We have plotted the MS tracks for values of E(B − V)
= [0,1,2], while we show giant tracks with E(B − V) = [2,3,4]. By
calculating these reddening tracks across spectral types for a range
of E(B − V) the locus of the theoretical MS shifts towards slightly
higher (r′ − H α) and redder (r′ − i′) colours. Panel a of Fig. 8
shows the CCD of this field. We see the locus of unreddened MS
stars (coinciding with the E(B − V) = 0 synthetic track) and a locus
of reddened stars which are likely giants at higher r′ − i′. These gi-
ants are intrinsically more luminous, so we can detect them at larger
distances. The redder colours (with respect to the unreddened MS)
are a combination of intrinsic colour and interstellar reddening. In
the CMD (Fig. 8 panel b) we can recognize the same two branches
of MS stars and giants. The red star marks the candidate counter-
part to an X-ray source (see Section 3 for more details). The yellow
square indicates a saturated optical counterpart candidate. From the
CMD we see that one of them is a very blue object compared to
the MS stars in the field, and the CCD shows that it is an outlier
showing signs of an extreme H α absorption line compared to the
rest of the field stars (inferred from the comparatively low r′ − H α
colour index). The combination of a blue system with potential
H α absorption suggests that this object could be a white dwarf
counterpart to an X-ray source. It should also be noted that above
r′ ∼ 17, virtually all sources are flagged as saturated (regardless of
their colour). These sources are plotted as orange triangles and the
photometric information of these optical counterpart candidates is
unreliable.
2.7 Effect of reddening on the observed CCDs
We can construct (r′ − H α, r′ − i′) CCDs and (r′, r′ − i′) CMDs
along different lines of sight to gauge the effect of different amounts
of reddening on the observables and different stellar populations.
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Figure 9. 2D histograms of the CCD and CMD of field S15, located on
the outskirts of the Bulge in an area of low dust extinction. We used a bin
size of 0.025 by 0.025 mag. The low reddening (Ar ′ ∼ 3.3, see text) towards
this field results in very well-populated MS and giant branches. Candidate
optical counterparts to X-ray sources are marked with red stars and yellow
squares. Yellow squares are those candidates that are flagged as saturated.
The total number of sources towards this field is about 320 000.
We publish the scripts for making these plots together with the
catalogues.
In Fig. 9 we show the CCD and CMD of field S15.
This field is located on the outskirts of the Bulge, and has a lower
reddening along the line of sight than the median GBS fields. We
can distinguish between the MS track (left) and the giant branch
(right) in the CMD, though the separation between the two is not
strict. Because of the low extinction we see MS and giant stars out to
large distances, resulting in two well-populated branches. The total
number of sources in this field is ∼320 000 objects. The stars in
the gap between the branches are likely reddened MS stars that are
located in between the foreground MS stars and giant stars further
out. We can get a rough estimate of the reddening towards the field
using the CCDs. We assume that the two observed loci of stars are
two different populations of stars, and that the left-most clump is
comprised of foreground MS stars and the right clump consists of
typically red clump (RC) stars towards the Bulge. These RC stars
are intrinsically bright and approximately standard candles, and are
generally assumed to trace the population of Galactic Bulge stars.
We assume MV = 1 and B − V = 1 for late-type RC stars (Bilir
et al. 2013), which we combine with the colour transformation
from Jester et al. (2005) to obtain an absolute magnitude of Mr ′ =
0.7. From the CCD we estimate that these RC stars are reddened
by E(r′ − i′) ∼ 1.1, corresponding to Ar ′ ∼ 3.3 with respect to
synthetic tracks of unreddened MS stars (see Fig. 8 panel a). In
the figure we have omitted saturated sources for clarity. Red stars
indicate most likely counterparts of the X-ray sources in this field;
yellow squares are those most likely counterparts that are flagged
as saturated in one or more filters. If we compare field S15 with
an area with higher extinction (Fig. 10, field N30), we see that the
number of stars in the MS branch decreases, but the giant branch
remains similarly well populated, although the giants also move to
fainter magnitudes and redder colours due to increased interstellar
extinction. This field contains roughly 270 000 sources. Similarly
to the previous field, we estimate that the RC stars are reddened by
E(r′ − i′) ∼ 1.4, corresponding to Ar ′ ∼ 4.2. The righthand panel
of this figure illustrates the typical separation (in r′ − i′) between
the MS branch and the giant branch. The MS track most likely
Figure 10. Same as Fig. 9 for field N30 suffering from higher reddening
(Ar ′ ∼ 4.2, see text). The increased extinction results in the MS track having
less stars relative to the giant branch. Moreover the populations move to
fainter magnitudes and redder r′ − i′ colours.
Figure 11. Same as Fig. 9, for field S21 close to the Galactic Centre. We
estimate the total reddening along the line of sight to be Ar ′ ∼ 7.8. The total
number of stars in this field is about 120 000, about a factor of 3 lower than
in field S15, due to the high dust extinction.
consists of unreddened foreground stars. Notice that there are more
red objects (giants) relative to unreddened objects in this sample.
The reddened MS stars in the gap between the two branches in
Fig. 9 have largely disappeared. The higher extinction renders them
too faint for our survey observations.
Increasing the reddening along the line of sight even more results
in yet another structure in both diagrams. In Fig. 11 we show as
an example field S21, located close to the Galactic Centre and
suffering from high dust reddening. The total number of sources in
this diagram has dropped to 120 000. Following a similar reasoning
as given for the other two fields, we estimate a total Ar ′ ∼ 7.8 for
the RC stars observed at r′ = 22. We also note that the difference
in the number of sources among the eight frames in this field is
about a factor of 2, indicating that there are reddening variations
on ∼10 arcmin (or smaller) scales along this line of sight.
The CCD and CMD are a powerful tool to search for candidate
extreme H α emission and absorption line objects, white dwarfs,
carbon stars and various other types of peculiar objects. This is
outside the scope of the current paper, but will be performed in the
future.
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3 O P T I C A L C O U N T E R PA RTS TO G B S X - R AY
S O U R C E S
We now set out to find the optical counterparts to GBS X-ray sources
by cross-matching the X-ray positions with three different subsam-
ples of our catalogue. Because of the high source densities, often
there is more than one possible optical counterpart within the X-ray
error circle, and we need to quantify the probability of a source
being there by chance. We perform this analysis in a statistical way
with two main questions in mind. The first one (Section 3.3) con-
cerns the properties of the X-ray sample as a whole: what is the
fraction of optical counterparts that is expected to be present due to
chance alignment?
The other question we want to answer is motivated by the limited
spectroscopic resources that are available for source classification
(Section 3.4). For this we want to address the issue of, given an
ensemble of potential optical counterparts to a particular X-ray
source, which optical source within the error circle is most likely to
be the real one. Addressing these questions requires two different
methods, as one question is related to the X-ray sample as a whole
while the other question is related to single X-ray sources.
3.1 Optical sample selection
We first apply selection criteria to our optical catalogue in order to
eliminate spurious sources, detector artefacts and other sources of
possible contamination in our optical sample. We apply three sets
of selection criteria, where the goal is to compare how the cross-
matching with the X-ray positions behaves for different optical
samples.
As a baseline we define the most conservative optical selection
criteria, where we only select sources that are detected as stellar at
the 5σ flux level in all three filters (requiring σr ′ , σi′ , σH α ≤ 0.2).
Sources with non-detections in one or more filters are excluded.
We use the morphological classification to discriminate spurious
sources (e.g. cosmic rays, detector cross-talk) from extended and
point-like objects. Because the goal of this paper is to find the opti-
cal counterparts to X-ray sources, we also include sources that were
flagged as saturated in our analysis. For these sources the morpho-
logical classification has failed, but nevertheless they comprise a
large fraction of counterparts and we include them in our analysis.
Additionally, we limit the cross-match radius to 0.5 arcsec between
observations in different filters as a criterion to eliminate possibly
spurious matches. This selection procedure reduces the total amount
of objects for cross-matching to 8.3 million (point) sources:
(i) σr ′ , σi′ , σH α ≤ 0.2
(ii) r′, i′, H α ! = 0
(iii) Flag(r′, i′, H α) = −1 or −9
The second set of selection criteria no longer requires a detection
in H α. This is motivated by the fact that the images are not as deep
in this filter compared to the broad-band observations. The exposure
time for H α was increased by a factor of 3 with respect to r′, but
Fig. 2 shows that the total area under the r′ and i′ filter profiles is
more than a factor of 3 larger, resulting in deeper images (as can
also be seen from, for example, the number of saturated sources in
Table 5). The sample we obtain in this way contains 10.43 million
sources detected in r′ and i′.
In a third sample we also allow optical sources that are detected
only in the i′ band, as it is expected that (due to the high dust
extinction towards the Bulge) a significant number of counterparts
are heavily reddened, hence these sources will be detected in i′ but
not in r′. This gives us a sample of 16.34 million optical sources.
The large increase of sources in the final sample indicates that the i′-
band images are significantly deeper than the r′-band observations.
We refer to this optical sample as the least conservative one in the
rest of the article.
We note that in the resulting photometry, objects that are brighter
than r′ ≤ 17 or i′ ≤ 16 are generally flagged as saturated. We indicate
this in figures showing magnitudes as a hatched area throughout the
article.
3.2 Astrometric uncertainties
Next, we consider the combined astrometric uncertainties of the
X-ray and optical source catalogues. This will determine how large
an area around the X-ray source we will consider for identifying
sources as optical counterparts to X-ray sources. The choice of error
circle is largely motivated by the questions we are trying to answer,
and is not the same for our two respective questions.
We start by taking the uncertainties of the Chandra X-ray obser-
vations as given in Jonker et al. (2014). These uncertainties are a
function of the number of detected counts and the off-axis detec-
tion angle and have been calibrated using the method described in
Evans et al. (2010). In addition, we take into account the 95 per cent
confidence level (CL) for the spacecraft pointing, which amounts
to 0.7 arcsec.2 Furthermore, Primini et al. (2011) find residual off-
sets when comparing the Chandra source catalogue positions to
SDSS. They suggest that a component of 0.16 arcsec (1σ ) should
be included in the Chandra positional uncertainty. The total 1σ
uncertainty of the X-ray positions is then:
Rσ =√
(0.4085 × P )2 + (0.4085 × 0.7 arcsec)2 + 0.16 arcsec2 arcsec
(4)
where we have introduced a factor 0.4085 to convert from a
95 per cent CL to a 1σ uncertainty. We will use the 95 per cent
error circle R95, i.e. the radius within which there is a 95 per cent
chance to find the X-ray source (which is roughly 2.45σ for a
Rayleigh distribution).
The uncertainty P is a function of the number of counts, C, and




0.1145θ − 0.4957 log C + 0.1932
if 0.0000 ≤ log C ≤ 2.1393
0.0968θ − 0.2064 log C − 0.4260
if 2.1393 ≤ log C ≤ 3.3
(5)
The corresponding 95 per cent X-ray error circle can vary
from ∼0.8 arcsec for small off-axis angles up to 19.6 arcsec for
faint sources detected at a large off-axis angle. In addition to the
X-ray uncertainties we also include a term for the mean uncertainty
of the astrometric fit of the optical observations, and we add the
total X-ray and optical terms in quadrature.
In Fig. 12 we show the distribution of 95 per cent error circle
radii for the X-ray sources. There are six sources with uncertainties
higher than 10 arcsec. The median 95 per cent error circle has a
radius of R95 = 2.33 arcsec.
2 http://cxc.harvard.edu/cal/ASPECT/celmon/
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Figure 12. Distribution of the 95 per cent error circle radius of the X-ray
positions. There are six extreme outliers, not shown here, for which the
error circle is larger than 10 arcsec. The median 95 per cent error circle has
a radius of R95 = 2.33 arcsec.
Figure 13. Distribution of the number of potential counterparts within
R95 for the most (grey) and least (red) conservative samples. The first bin
represents sources without a candidate optical counterpart in the error circle.
3.3 False alarm probabilities
We take the X-ray sample and cross-match the positions with the
optical catalogue, retaining all matches within the 95 per cent error
circle. The 95 percentile is motivated by the fact that the relative
number of additional true counterparts with respect to the number
of false positives will increase with increasing distance towards the
best-fitting X-ray position (because the area of the enclosing circle
increases). In Fig. 13 we plot the number of optical sources in the X-
ray error circle for the most and least conservative optical samples in
grey and red, respectively. If an X-ray source is present on multiple
fields, we use the average number of unique optical sources within
the error circle over all fields to avoid counting sources multiple
times.
We find at least one potential optical counterpart within the com-
bined astrometric errors for 954 (1160) out of 1640 X-ray sources
using the most (least) conservative optical sample. The number of
optical sources in the latter sample is a factor of 2 higher than in
the most conservative one. We see that the bins with 0 or 1 poten-
tial counterpart get redistributed in a tail towards higher numbers
of potential counterparts as we change from the most to the least
conservative optical sample. The number of X-ray sources with
one unique counterpart decreases by ∼25 per cent when allowing
sources detected only in the i′ band.
This implies that crowding plays a more important role in the
i′-band relative to the r′ band. In general, the fact that multiple
potential counterparts are present within the error circle for more
than 75 per cent of the sources will have an important effect on our
results, and crowding will lead us to find matches that are random
alignments.
We now quantify the probability of an X-ray source being ran-
domly aligned with an optical source of a given magnitude. These
sources are contaminants in our samples, so it is of interest to es-
timate the fraction of interlopers as described below. We use the
stellar densities in the immediate environment of the X-ray position
to evaluate the number of sources expected to be present in to the
background. We estimate the optical stellar densities by binning the
total number of stars in circular areas centred on the X-ray error cir-
cles in bins of 0.5 mag. We are interested in the local stellar density,
hence we do not want to venture too far from the X-ray positions as
this will increase the sensitivity to background variations of e.g. the
reddening, which can severely affect the source densities. However,
we want a robust estimate, so a small area is not desirable either. The
radii of the circular areas are chosen such that the median number
of empty magnitude bins does not exceed 25 per cent. They amount
to radii of 100, 90 and 75 arcsec, where the largest radius belongs to
the most conservative optical sample (which has the lowest stellar
densities). We have shown (Section 2.6) that large reddening gra-
dients exist on scales of ∼10 arcmin or smaller, so these radii are
small enough that our stellar densities will not be affected signif-
icantly by reddening variations between the X-ray source position
and the location where we determine the optical source densities.
We compute the number of sources that we expect to fall in an area
the size of our error circle assuming the computed stellar densities
are uniform over the field. In that case, the expected number of
background sources in each magnitude bin within R95 is
Ym = πR295Nm (6)
where Nm is the background stellar density per magnitude bin.
The false alarm probability (FAP) is quantified as the probability of
finding one or more random sources in the error circle, given that we
expect a certain number of sources (Ym, estimated from the stellar
density) to be present by chance. Assuming Poissonian statistics,
we get
FAP = 1 − Pr(0, Ym) = 1 − e−Ym (7)
In many cases the cross-matching yields more than one potential
counterpart within R95. We perform the analysis described above
using all possible counterparts, i.e. for all optical sources that fall
within the error circle of an X-ray position, we calculate the FAP. If
sources are present on multiple fields, we include all optical matches
in our analysis. This means that sometimes the same unique optical
source will have multiple FAP values depending on which field it
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Figure 14. Histogram of FAP values of the most likely counterparts to the
ensemble of X-ray sources when considering only sources that are detected
in all three bands. The solid line represents the number of expected false
positives in each bin, defined as the number of sources multiplied by the
FAP value at the centre of the bin. The dashed line indicates the cumulative
number of expected false positives up to a given FAP value.
was detected on.3 We select the most likely counterpart as the source
which has the lowest FAP for each X-ray source. If the FAP value
of a potential optical counterpart found on multiple fields is lowest
for all cases, this provides confirmation that that source is the most
likely counterpart.
We use these most likely counterparts to estimate the number of
sources that are expected to be chance alignments. Fig. 14 shows
the distribution of FAP values of the most likely counterparts in the
least conservative sample. We interpret the FAP of a given source as
the chance that this most likely optical counterpart is present due to
chance. For example, if we have 10 potential counterparts with FAP
= 0.1, we expect that 1 of those 10 sources is an interloper. Using the
distribution of FAP values, we estimate the number of false positives
per bin by multiplying the number of sources with the FAP value
at the centre of each bin. This number is indicated for each bin by
the solid line in Fig. 14. The dashed line represents the cumulative
number of expected false positives up to a given FAP. For the most
and least conservative samples, we expect respectively 59 and 106
interlopers to be present, which amounts to 6 and 9 per cent of all
X-ray sources for which we find a potential counterpart.
In the above analysis, we have assumed that the field we use to
determine the background stellar densities is representative for the
stellar population in the X-ray error circle. However, in Section 2.4
we showed that the source detection algorithm is affected by the
presence of bright stars. Because there is an overdensity of bright
optical sources in the X-ray error circles, this may introduce a bias
in our estimate for the contamination due to interlopers. We note
here that if we remove all error circles containing stars brighter than
i′ ≤ 16, the amount of expected false positives decreases from 106
to 95, hence the contribution of bright stars to the false positives is
small and only influences our results at the per cent level.
3 The FAP of a potential counterpart detected in multiple fields can change
because the magnitude of the source is not necessarily identical if detected
more than once.
3.4 Target selection for spectroscopic follow-up
Regarding the question of which optical source to target with spec-
troscopic observations for classification, we base ourselves on the
method outlined by Sutherland & Saunders (1992). These authors
quantify a likelihood ratio for each optical source within the error
circle of an X-ray source as the ratio of the probability of finding
the X-ray source at a certain position within the error circle to the
chance of finding a background optical source at the same location.
This probability is primarily determined by the model for the PSF of
the Chandra satellite. For this particular method we will not restrict
ourselves to the 95 per cent error circle, because we want to find a
counterpart for as many X-ray sources as possible, and we do not
want to miss a priori a number of counterparts to X-ray sources for
which we statistically expect the X-ray source to fall outside R95.
We will therefore use a 4Rσ error circle (99.96 per cent CL) for
this analysis. The method that we employ ensures that sources at
larger offsets from the nominal X-ray position will receive a lower
likelihood ratio.
We consider an X-ray source with equal positional uncertainties







The probability density of counterparts at an offset (x, y) is g(x,
y), in units of mag−1 arcsec−1. We assume that the probability
distribution of the true counterpart located at a distance r = d/σ
(where d2 = (x)2 + (y)2) from the best-fitting position follows a
Rayleigh distribution:
p(r)dr = re− r
2
2 dr (9)
The likelihood ratio for objects in the 4σ error circle is the relative
probability for a given candidate of finding the true counterpart at
a certain offset and magnitude versus that of finding a background








In the above, we have ignored the factor Q defined in Sutherland
& Saunders (1992) to account for the probability that the X-ray
source actually has an optical counterpart within the survey de-
tection limits, or for example the prior on the probability that the
counterpart is in a certain magnitude bin, that it is located at a cer-
tain offset or has a specific colour index. It is in principle possible
to extend this analysis to include the results of a first iteration to
determine the priors on these probabilities (see for example Nay-
lor, Broos & Feigelson 2013 for an extensive discussion). It would
then be possible to quantify a lower cut-off for the likelihood ratio
value for optical sources: when the chance of the source being an
interloper is very high we could decide not to spend observing time
on it. An extended analysis including priors would mainly impact
the absolute likelihood ratio values of candidate counterparts, not
the relative differences between sources within the same error cir-
cle. An extended analysis is outside the scope of this paper, so we
set Q = 1 independent of the candidate counterpart magnitude and
offset. We then select the optical source with the highest likelihood
ratio as the most likely counterpart and best target for spectroscopic
follow-up.
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Figure 15. Example of the region around an X-ray source (CXB343) for which we found multiple counterparts. The left-hand panel shows the H α image,
and overplotted the sources present in the most conservative optical sample, while the right-hand panels shows the i′-band image and all sources in the least
conservative sample. The X-ray position is marked with a plus sign, and the 4Rσ error circle (with a radius of 2.83 arcsec) is drawn in black. Cyan crosses mark
the positions of the objects listed in Table 6. The white small circle is the source with the highest likelihood ratio, i.e. the most likely counterpart. If multiple
crosses appear on the same source, this means that the source was detected on multiple detectors and/or overlapping fields.
Table 6. List of all potential optical counterparts within the error circle (with radius 2.83 arcsec) of CXB343. The source is located on field S10, and the X-ray
coordinates are (α, δ) = (268.697 00, −29.345 95). The list is sorted from highest to lowest likelihood ratio (L). The offset d between the centre of the error
circle and the optical source position, d, is given in units of Rσ . The rms of the astrometric solution is 0.11 arcsec for these frames.
# CCD RA (◦) Dec (◦) r′ σr ′ i′ σi′ H α σH α d (σ ) L r′ flag i′ flag H α flag
1 6 268.696 930 −29.346 039 16.59 0.05 13.97 0.05 16.21 0.05 0.42 74.80 −1 −9 −1
2 7 268.696 960 −29.346 054 16.59 0.05 15.94 0.05 16.08 0.05 0.50 48.78 −1 −9 1
3 7 268.697 205 −29.346 243 0.00 0.00 16.27 0.05 0.00 0.00 1.37 3.83 0 −1 0
4 7 268.696 930 −29.345 392 19.49 0.08 18.23 0.08 18.92 0.08 2.32 0.26 −1 −1 −1
5 6 268.696 930 −29.345 388 19.48 0.09 18.28 0.09 18.91 0.09 2.34 0.24 −1 −1 −3
3.4.1 Detailed example of the likelihood ratio results
As an illustration, we show the results of the analysis described
above in the case of CXB343.
In Fig. 15 we show the image stamp of this source. The left
image is the H α observation, and overplotted are all the sources
found within the error circle of the conservative optical sample.
On the right we show the i′-band image, and overlay the potential
counterparts found in the least conservative sample. Table 6 lists
the properties of all the optical counterpart candidates found within
the error circle, which is overplotted in black and has a 4σ radius of
2.83 arcsec. The plus sign marks the best-fitting X-ray position, and
each cross marks a source that corresponds to an entry in Table 6. If
two crosses are drawn on the same source, there are multiple detec-
tions. This can be in the offset exposure, on another CCD, or on an
overlapping field (or a combination of these). The most likely coun-
terpart (with the highest likelihood ratio) is denoted by a small white
circle. In this case sources 1 and 2 in the table are the same object,
seen on two different detectors. The analysis results in the highest
likelihood ratio for this object in both observations, confirming that
this is the most likely counterpart for the X-ray source. Looking
at the magnitudes, the table reveals an apparent dimming of the
counterpart by 2 mag in the i′ band, whereas there is no significant
change in the other two bands. The flags show, however, that the
source is saturated in both i′-band observations, indicating that the
apparent variability is likely caused by the unreliable photometry
for saturated sources.
Source number 3, which is located in the south-east of the X-ray
error circle, is nearly as bright as the most likely counterpart but
it has a sharper PSF compared to other sources in the field and is
flagged as noise-like in r′ and H α. The other sources within the error
circle are less feasible candidates as they are at larger distances and
fainter magnitudes (increasing the likelihood of chance alignment)
than sources 1 through 3, which is reflected in lower likelihood
ratios.
4 R ESULTS AND DI SCUSSI ON
4.1 Comparison between FAP and likelihood ratio
It is instructive to compare the results of the two methods we have
described in the previous section to find the most likely optical
counterparts to X-ray sources. Because the FAP method uses a
smaller error circle, we cross-match these sources with the sources
that have the highest likelihood ratio for their respective X-ray
sources. We use a cross-matching radius of 0.5 arcsec, as we did in
our optical samples.
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Table 7. First five entries of the most important information of the most likely optical counterparts. The radius of the error circle, R4σ , is given in arcseconds.
The offset d is given in units of Rσ . The number of unique optical sources within each error circle is also given. If the X-ray source is present on multiple fields,
we quote the average of all fields (which explains the presence of non-integer numbers in this column). The final three columns denote the classification flag
in each filter. The full tables for all three optical samples are available in the online material.
ID RAopt Decopt r′ σr ′ i′ σi′ H α σH α R4σ d (σ ) L # r′ i′ H α
CX2 264.368 256 −29.133 936 18.37 0.02 16.78 0.01 17.96 0.02 1.55 0.60 65.90 1.50 −1 −1 −1
CX3 265.178 589 −28.302 095 0.0 0.0 20.94 0.14 0.0 0.0 1.50 2.08 5.26 1.00 0 −1 0
CX5 265.038 086 −28.790 514 19.13 0.02 17.94 0.01 18.09 0.02 1.47 0.63 85.37 1.00 −1 −1 −1
CX11 265.464 233 −27.039 984 21.1 0.04 18.91 0.02 20.52 0.07 3.94 1.67 4.93 1.00 −1 −1 −3
CX15 266.692 719 −25.871 557 19.32 0.02 18.17 0.02 18.85 0.02 2.58 1.65 4.74 1.00 −1 −1 −1
Table 8. Comparison of the populations of the most likely counterparts
using the different optical samples. We have excluded saturated sources.
Offset denotes the offset between the centre of the X-ray error circle and the
most likely optical counterpart in units of σ , the radius of the error circle.
We quote the median magnitude and offset of the respective optical samples.
Sample Conservative no H α only i′
i′ (mag) 18.17 18.23 18.51
Distance (Rσ ) 1.59 1.47 1.33
Number 763 814 901
In agreement with our previous estimation of the contamination
in the counterpart samples, we find that both methods yield the
same optical source as the most likely candidate in 91 (88) per cent
of the most (least) conservative counterpart candidates. The bulk
of optical sources for which we find a different counterpart can
be intuitively explained by recalling that the likelihood ratio takes
into account the distance from the centre of the error circle, while
the FAP values do not. These sources constitute error circles that
contain a bright optical counterpart candidate on the outskirts of
R95. Given that the density of bright stars is low compared to fainter
objects, these sources naturally have lower false alarm probabilities.
However, when we take into account the distance to the source in
the calculation of the likelihood ratio, faint sources close to the
centre of the error circle can obtain higher likelihood ratio values.
We conclude that by comparison of the most likely coun-
terparts based on the two different metrics we have adopted,
we can expect about 10 per cent of sources to be chance
alignments.
4.2 Comparison of the counterpart populations
We now turn to exploring the properties of the most likely optical
counterparts, i.e. those that have the highest likelihood ratio calcu-
lated using the method above. In total, we find counterparts to 1287
and 1480 X-ray sources for the most and least conservative optical
samples, respectively.
Table 7 contains an example of the most relevant properties of the
most likely counterparts. The full tables are available in the online
material.
In Section 3 we defined three different selection procedures for
the optical samples used in our analysis, starting with a very conser-
vative case with a stellar PSF detection in all bands. Subsequently
we allow sources with only r′ and i′ detections and sources only
detected in the i′ band.
When we compare the results for the most likely counterparts,
there are no large differences in their properties between the three
samples (Table 8). What one can expect is that when we include
more sources in our respective optical samples, we find more can-
Figure 16. Distribution of the distances between the most likely counter-
parts and the best-fitting X-ray position for the most (grey) and least (red)
conservative samples. We normalized the offset to the 1σ combined astro-
metric errors per source. 75 per cent of the most likely counterparts that are
only detected in the i′ band are found within 2σ of the best-fitting X-ray
position.
didate counterparts to X-ray sources. Because the observations in
H α are shallower than in r′ and i′, we expect the median magni-
tude of the counterparts to become fainter. Due to the difference
in reddening between the r′ and i′ bands, we expect that a sig-
nificant fraction of counterparts will only have an i′-band detection
(specifically, those located more than a few kpc from Earth) because
interstellar reddening is more important in the r′ band. We see that
indeed the median magnitude shifts towards fainter values while
the offset between the most likely optical counterpart and the centre
of the X-ray error circle becomes smaller. In Fig. 16 we show the
distribution of offsets between the most likely optical counterpart
and the best-fitting X-ray position. 75 per cent of the most likely
counterparts that are detected only in the i′ band are found within
2σ of the best-fitting X-ray position. The magnitude distribution of
the final sample of candidate counterparts is shown in Fig. 17 for
the most (grey) and least (red) conservative cases. When we look
at the bright end of the magnitude distribution, there are a total of
754 candidate counterparts brighter than 17th magnitude in the i′
band, or 51 per cent of all candidates. Of these 754, 584 sources
have photometry that is flagged as saturated in r′ and/or i′. As an
order of magnitude estimation, we note that a K2V dwarf (Mr ′ =
6.3, see Cox (2000) and the colour transformation taken from Jester
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Figure 17. Distribution of the i′-band magnitudes of the most likely coun-
terparts in bins of 1 mag for the most (grey) and least (red) conservative
samples. The distribution is dominated by a population of bright foreground
sources that are flagged as saturated (i′ ≤ 16, hatched). Additional candidate
counterparts found in the least conservative sample are mostly faint (i′ ≥
19) sources.
et al. 2005) seen at r′ = 17 mag is consistent with a source distance
of ∼900 pc assuming Ar ′ = 1. This indicates that these sources com-
prise a population of foreground sources for which the extinction is
low, and they are likely the real counterparts to the X-ray sources.
Another indication that a large number of the most likely coun-
terparts are foreground stars can be obtained by cross-matching the
most likely counterparts of the least and most conservative samples
within the astrometric errors and then identify sources for which
the optical source with the highest likelihood ratio has changed
between samples. We find that 447, or 30 per cent, of the sources
have a different candidate counterpart. This means that as much
as ∼70 per cent of the sources is the same for both samples, im-
plying that they are not heavily affected by interstellar reddening
since they are detected in all three bands and thus are likely located
nearby.
In Fig. 18 we show the population of sources that are detected
in the i′ band, but have a non-detection in the r′ band. The median
i′-band magnitude of these sources is 20.58, fainter than the me-
dian magnitude of the candidate counterparts in each of the optical
samples. This population comprises 171 sources, and these objects
are prime targets for spectroscopic follow-up. If we combine the
median i′-band magnitude with the median 5σ detection limit in
the r′ band, we obtain a lower limit on the typical observed colour
of r′ − i′ = 1.9 for these sources. Assuming a system containing a
K2V star, which has an intrinsic colour of r′ − i′ = 0.26 (see the
assumptions in Section 4.2), this implies a differential reddening in
the r′ band with respect to i′ due to dust extinction of 1.65 mag.
Following Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis (1998), we find that
Ai = 0.76Ar, so to reach a differential dust extinction of 1.65 mag
the source needs to be reddened by Ar = 6.9 mag. Using the red-
dening values from Gonzalez et al. (2012),4 we estimate that the
4 http://mill.astro.puc.cl/BEAM/calculator.php
Figure 18. Magnitude distribution of additional candidate counterparts,
found when comparing the least and most conservative samples within the
optical astrometric errors. We have omitted sources flagged as saturated in
any band, and only plot sources that are detected in the i′ band, but not in
the r′ band. These 171 objects are excellent candidates for spectroscopic
follow-up.
average extinction in the GBS fields towards the Bulge is ∼8 mag
in the r′ band. We conclude that counterpart candidates detected
only in the i′ band are likely located near the Galactic Bulge, hence
X-ray bright, making them good CV and LMXB candidates.
To illustrate this claim, we look in some more detail at CX3,
the third brightest X-ray source (1850 X-ray photons detected) in
the GBS catalogue. The position of CX3 coincides with that of
SwiftJ1734.5-3027, a known NS LMXB showing long type I X-
ray bursts (Bozzo et al. 2015). The source was detected as a hard
X-ray transient by Swift in 2013, and Bozzo et al. (2015) place it
at a distance of 7.2 kpc. We find only one optical source within
the combined astrometric uncertainties, and identify it as the op-
tical counterpart of the system. We detect the optical source with
i′ = 20.9, and have non-detections in r′ (lower limit of r′ = 22.5)
and H α. This yields an X-ray to optical flux ratio of FX
Fopt
∼ 500,
where Fopt was determined from the i′-band magnitude. Such a large
value is typical for X-ray binaries. The detection of this source in
our (soft) X-ray and optical observations predates the discovery of
the type I X-ray bursts by Swift by ∼7 yr.
In addition to active (binary) stars, CVs and LMXBs (Jonker et al.
2011), we expect on the order of a few hundred background AGN
in the X-ray sample (see the discussion in Britt et al. 2014). Most
X-ray selected AGN are hosted by spheroids and bulge-dominated
galaxies (Povic´ et al. 2012). Because they suffer from dust extinc-
tion through the Galactic Bulge, we expect that they will appear
as point-like sources, and we are not biased against their detec-
tion as counterparts to X-ray sources. Some of these background
AGN could be identified by their high X-ray to optical flux ratio,
as extinction tends to increase this ratio for background sources.
Analysis of the X-ray to optical flux ratios together with spectro-
scopic confirmation is required to identify the background AGN in
our sample of counterpart candidates.
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5 SU M M A RY
We present a deep optical catalogue of the Chandra GBS fields
(Jonker et al. 2011, 2014) in three filters (r′, i′ and H α) consist-
ing of at least two (offset) epochs per pointing. The catalogue
contains ∼22.5 million unique objects, and more than 54 million
source detections. The average 5σ depth of the observations is 22.5,
21.1 mag in r′ and i′, respectively. The catalogue is complete down
to r′ = 20.2 and i′ = 19.2. We determine the astrometric solu-
tions in each frame to an rms of 0.15 arcsec or better, with an
average astrometric rms of 0.04 arcsec. In addition to the source
positions, magnitudes and their uncertainties, extensive auxiliary
information is made available in the published catalogues. For ex-
ample, for each observation we supply a classification based on
the shape of the PSF in comparison with the global PSF properties
of the sources in an image frame. We compare the observations to
synthetic photometry, and validate that they are in qualitative agree-
ment using colour–colour and colour–magnitude diagrams. All the
data, including the processed images, single-filter catalogues and
the merged catalogues are available through the Vizier data base
(http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr).
Using three different subsamples of this catalogue, we search for
the optical counterparts to X-ray sources discovered in the GBS. The
optical samples consist of (i) a very conservative sample, containing
objects with a point-like PSF in all bands, (ii) a sample where
we no longer require a detection in the H α observations (because
these are shallower than the broad-band observations), and (iii) a
sample where we require only an i′-band detection. The last sample
is motivated by the fact that the dust extinction along the observed
lines of sight can be very high, hence the counterparts will be highly
reddened if the X-ray source is located in the Bulge. Because each
of these samples contains more than 8 million sources, it is not
trivial to identify the most likely counterpart for each X-ray source.
We compare the optical observations in regions around the X-ray
sources with (pseudo-)random regions in the sky (to minimize the
effect of interstellar extinction variations on the observed proper-
ties), and find that there are more bright stars in the vicinity of X-ray
sources, indicating that the bright counterparts we find are likely to
be the real. We also find that the optical sources appear to be clus-
tered close to the X-ray positions with respect to random positions
on the sky. This suggests that the candidate counterparts we find
are unlikely to be random matches due to chance alignments (this is
true for all candidates, regardless of their brightness). Using a false
alarm probability analysis, we estimate the contamination of opti-
cal counterparts due to chance alignments based on the local stellar
densities. We expect that ∼10 per cent of the candidate counterparts
are interlopers.
Because the optical colour information alone is not sufficient
to unambiguously classify the X-ray sources, we determine which
counterpart is the best candidate for spectroscopic follow-up using
the likelihood ratio technique. This takes into account the distance
from the centre of the X-ray error circle and the local (optical)
stellar densities. For the whole sample of X-ray sources, we find
1287, 1345and 1480 counterparts for the three respective samples.
754 sources have i′ ≤ 17 (of which 584 are saturated in our ob-
servations), indicating that they constitute a population of bright
foreground sources which are probably the real counterparts. Com-
paring the most likely counterparts between the most and least con-
servative optical samples, we find that 447 sources have a different
counterpart between samples. 171 sources are detected in the i′ band
but not in the r′ band, and have magnitudes that are significantly
fainter than the global population of counterpart candidates. This
indicates that they comprise a separate population from the fore-
ground sources. This also implies that, as expected (Jonker et al.
2011), a significant number of counterparts (∼12 per cent) are de-
tected only in the i′ band. These counterpart candidates are either
intrinsically red and faint, or the X-ray sources are located at large
distances and suffer from interstellar extinction.
Spectroscopic and photometric follow-up for these objects is ei-
ther planned or ongoing, and this work will serve as the basis for
future follow-up observations to constrain the nature of the identi-
fied systems. In a future article we will use these data to identify all
H α emission and absorption line candidates, and perform spectro-
scopic follow-up of selected optical counterparts.
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